In a paper with the same name which is to appear in due course in the Proceedings of the American Mathematical Society,1 Dr. Morris Newman proves the Theorem.
Let a be a real number and let /(x) be a polynomial of degree 3ïl. Then is a rational function of x if and only if a is a rational number.
Here [x ] is the integer part of x. We write x = [x ] + {x}, where {x \ is the fractional part of x.
He has been good enough to let me see his manuscript and I am much obliged to him for this. His proof is very simple and really of an arithmetical nature. I give here a proof which is perhaps more direct and of an analytical character more appropriate for such questions. His proof makes use of the uniform distribution of \na) where a is irrational, but it suffices for mine that \na\ takes an infinity of values for integer values of n.
I prove a slightly more general
Theorem. Let abe a real number and let fix, y) be a polynomial in x, y of degree 2:1 in y. Then
is a rational function of x if and only if a is irrational.
On replacing [na] by na-\na\ in (1), it suffices to prove the result for, say, (4)-= £ --*", e* -1 "=o »! and so Bn(x) is a polynomial of degree n in x whose expansion begins withxn-(l/2)nxn~l+ ■ ■ ■ .Also B"(x) = l,B1(x)=x -1/2. On multiplying (4) by ez-1 and equating coefficients of zn+1 on both sides, we find » »1 (5) x" = 52 -Br(*).
£í rt(» -r + 1)1
We apply this to the powers of {wa} in (3), which then takes the form
say, where r, s run through all non-negative integer values gp a constant integer independent of n, and the crs are constants independent of n.
The series (1), (2), (3), (6) converge absolutely for |x| <1. Suppose first that a is rational, say a = p\q where g is a positive integer. Then \na\ is a periodic function of n with period q, and obviously F(x) is a rational function of x since 52"=o (qn-\-q\)'xn is clearly one when t is a non-negative integer and q\ is a constant. Suppose next that a is irrational. We shall show that the circle |x| =1 is a line of essential singularities for F(x) in (6), since the points x = e2""ria for all integers m except a finite number, are singularities of F(x).
We have the well-known Fourier expansion for s^O We deal first with the part of this arising when s>l. We substitute for Bsi\na\) from (7) in (8) which becomes an absolutely convergent double series. Sum for n, whence
where the dash denotes the omission of the term with m = 0. We considered more generally the series where the ¿>'s are independent of x and only a finite number of the ¿>'s are zero. Suppose that the series ^J)m converges absolutely. We prove that | x| = 1 is a line of essential singularities for Hix), and that x = e-2\*ia for au integers X except a finite number, is a singularity of Hix). On putting x = e~iKTiay and then replacing m by m-X, it suffices to prove that if ba=l, then x= 1 is a singular point of Hix).
We show in fact that The two simple series on the right have simple poles at x = e2X*ia and x=l respectively. The double series on the right is absolutely convergent, and summing for n, it becomes, say oo _\ 1
Gxix) = E -oo;m^o,x 2mim -\)iri 1 -Xe~2mTia
Since ^l/mim-X) converges absolutely, the series defines a function of x with |x| =1 as a line of essential singularities.
Also for m^O, X, -X 1
for 0<x*r2m,ria<l, and xe~2miria->l -0. We have now from (8), for m^O, X,
.m±mí=»i(i-la ,_i (2«)* W im -X)V Suppose now that for some m¿¿0, X, x = e2mTia is not a singular point of the left hand side of (13). Then e = 0, and then (14) gives a polynomial equation in m and so only a finite number of values of m. Excluding these, x = e2mTia is singular for either G(x) or G(xe_2>"r<a).
Hence if there is one m not in this excluded set for which G(x) is not singular, then G(x) is singular for x = e2iX+m)Tia. Since X is arbitrary except that \¥^m, Gix) has singularities everywhere dense on | x| = 1. We consider finally (6) when r>0. It is obvious that as x->1, EiT-i W#n~&(l -x) ~T~l where k is a constant. This means that when (6) is transformed as before, the singularity at x = e2m*ia is dominated by the term with r = p, i.e. by (1-Xe~2mTia)v+l. The argument proceeds exactly as before except that the denominators 1 -xe~2mTia are replaced by (1 -xe_2""ria)3'+1.
This completes the proof. I should like to thank Professor Davenport for his comments on my manuscript.
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